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Reducing Time to Identify and Time to Fix
with Viaduct’s TSI Engine

How Viaduct’s TSI Engine solves the biggest challenge in quality analytics
for the automotive industry: identifying correlations in complex,
high-dimensional time series data
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Down-to-the-millisecond sensor and diagnostic data was supposed to make
problem solving a breeze. Why hasn’t it?

Today’s vehicles are more sophisticated than ever, but increased complexity has brought with it
more opportunities for systemic issues to creep in. Tried and true quality control processes such as
FMEAs can help avoid established failure modes while pre-production testing can catch most early
issues; still, some issues fall through the cracks. That’s why quality organizations employ teams of
analysts, customer advocates, and field engineers to closely monitor and investigate complaints
coming in from the field, so they can catch issues as early as possible and address them before they
explode, requiring large scale corrective action.

But that job is becoming more challenging due to rapid changes in vehicle systems and the loss of
tribal knowledge in quality teams as experienced analysts change roles or retire. It is taking teams
longer to both identify and fix issues, which leads to higher warranty costs, lower customer
satisfaction, and, ultimately, reputational damage. This struggle has been borne out in the data, as
NHTSA records indicate a steady increase in recalls over the past decade (see Figure 1).

Big data – in the form of granular
sensor data and diagnostic trouble
codes – was supposed to
"modernize" quality processes by
providing down-to-the-millisecond
visibility into the state of the vehicle,
making detection and
problem-solving faster and easier.
And after years of investment in data
infrastructure and visualization tools,
that data should be more accessible
than ever before. So why are quality
leaders still citing problem solving as
their number one pain point?1

In this whitepaper we're going to explain the obstacles to utilizing connected vehicle data, outline
the requirements for a solution, and show how Viaduct's TSI engine satisfies those requirements.

1 AIAG and Deloitte, Quality 2020
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Three obstacles to harnessing connected vehicle data for quality analytics

Problem-solving at OEM quality organizations is an inherently dynamic activity. (See inset “The
Iterative Process in Quality Analytics” for a former Head of Quality’s account of a real-world example
of the process.)

Every issue is unique – so users have
to be able to move through their data
in many directions. At various points,
they may need to:

● Measure correlations between
manufacturing, telematics, and
service data

● Zoom out from individual
examples to population-level
trends (and vice versa)

● Understand changes in metrics
over time

On top of all this, analytics are highly
time-sensitive. Every day an issue
remains open results in more
defective vehicles finding their way
onto lots and into the hands of
customers.

Given the exploratory, iterative nature
of problem-solving in quality analytics,
the challenge isn’t that there’s too
little data; it’s that there’s too much.
Thousands of sensors providing
millions of data points at millisecond
granularity can provide critical
problem-solving insights – but only if
you know where to look.

For many quality teams, their
automotive data lakes are like the
internet before search: useful in
theory, but cumbersome in practice.

The Iterative Process in Quality Analytics
Recounted by the Head of Quality at a NA-based OEM

“We were seeing a spike in repeat battery replacements, so
we decided to investigate.

We first broke down replacements by manufacturing batch
and software version to see if it coincided with any changes
to the electrical system. Nothing popped out, so we decided
to read closer into the claims.

Generally most of them happened in cold weather,
consistent with battery issues, and we couldn't find evidence
of any special cause. It wasn't until we looked at the DTCs
that preceded these battery claims that we started to find a
pattern. There was a lot of noise, and we went down a few
rabbit holes chasing down DTCs that weren't significant, but
eventually we saw that a quarter of them had relatively
uncommon DTCs complaining about low coolant level.

Looking at the individual notes for these claims, we saw that
many of the technicians had checked the surge tank and
saw that it was full. Assuming it was an electrical issue, they
tested batteries and more often than not, due to cold
weather, one or two would fail the test and be replaced.
Often this would happen to clear the DTC. But in many of
these cases the vehicles would come in a month later
complaining about the low coolant DTC again, meaning the
fix likely didn’t address the root cause.

Next we looked for instances where that DTC had occurred
but did not have repeat claims, and saw that the effective
repairs had replaced the surge tank altogether. Looking at
these, we found a single claim that complained that the
coolant sensor had been stuck in the bottom of the surge
tank.

Finally we examined the incidence rate of co-occurrence of
the low coolant DTC and surge tank or battery replacements
across sensor suppliers, and saw a spike. We contacted the
supplier and were able to fix the issue.”

We’ve broken down the problem into three distinct obstacles on the path to harnessing
connected vehicle data for problem-solving in quality analytics: signal overload, lack of context,
and lack of actionability.

Signal Overload
Let’s say you’ve done the hard work of breaking down silos between data sources and making
that data accessible to your quality team. For the individual quality analyst, there’s one more
problem: knowing where to start. Faced with literally thousands of sensors and no way of
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prioritizing them, most analysts are forced to ignore sensor data altogether. Instead, they are left
with no choice but to comb through warranty claims, which, though valuable, rarely tell the
whole story due to the fact that they are optimized for billing, not root cause analysis.

Lack of context
Let’s say you investigated an incident and found an associated signal that looks promising. Where do
you go next? In order to make progress towards the root cause, you probably need to know what
other vehicles this signal has occurred in, what signals are related, and what other issues vehicles
experience downstream. Without better tools, each one requires you (or a dedicated data analyst) to
write a new query with complex operations such as timing-based joins and filters that may not be
familiar to a quality analyst.

Lack of actionability
In order to make a dent in quality costs, you need to take corrective action. But signals and failures
are ultimately just symptoms; what you really need is to get closer to the cause, which typically lies
somewhere in design and manufacturing. This requires relating your telematics data back to vehicle
build and configuration data, such as part numbers, manufacturing batches, and vehicle trims,
which you can only access by stitching together different data sources through a complex series of
error-prone joins and filters.  And all the while your colleagues in other departments are waiting on
your reports so they can start triangulating the issue.

What’s required to solve the problem

Solving these problems – signal overload, lack of context, and lack of actionability – requires three
things:

★ A large-scale correlation network. Finding patterns in the data starts with understanding
the relationships between sensor data, DTCs, and warranty claims. For example, which sensor
patterns are correlated with which DTCs? And which DTCs are correlated with each other?
You also need to be able to break down these correlations by build and manufacturing
factors in order to narrow down the issue and scope corrective action. Identifying correlations
between all these dimensions is a difficult problem: the number of combinations of sensors
and vehicle characteristics grows exponentially, which means that it would take too long to
precisely compute all their correlations from scratch. Any feasible approach must use
approximations and find a way to narrow down the relationships to those which are most
likely to be relevant.

★ Online updates. Detecting issues as early as possible requires access to up-to-date data and
metrics. Due to the scale and velocity of connected vehicle data, providing fresh insights
requires incremental processing as data comes in (“online”). The alternative, of recomputing
everything from scratch each time, wouldn’t provide the freshness or responsiveness that
problem solving demands, since each run would take hours, if not longer.

★ An access layer that supports quality teams. For these relationships to be userful, they
need to be stored so that they’re dynamically accessible – and so that business users (like
quality analysts) and subject matter experts can query relationships quickly and efficiently.
The interface layer must allow users to::

○ Dynamically query correlations between any entities, rather than just predefined
views
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○ View the historical progression of relationships so that they can spot trends

○ Drill down (i.e., what are the specific VINs and claims associated with a high-level
quality trend?) and also “drill-up” (i.e., what are the broader population trends
associated with an individual failure?)

Satisfying each one of those is challenging enough on its own. This is especially true when the data
is high-dimensional and heterogeneous (time series sensor readings, asynchronous DTCs, static
build data, and unstructured data like dealer notes). And it’s not purely a machine learning, data
engineering, or software engineering obstacle – creating a system to map and surface relationships
in the data requires solving challenges in all three areas.

Introducing Viaduct’s TSI Engine

Viaduct solves this problem through our patent-pending Temporal Structural Inference (TSI) Engine.
The engine is custom-built to measure relationships between high-dimensional time series data,
particularly in cases of rare downstream events like component quality issues.

Viaduct’s TSI Engine organizes complex, high-dimensional data sources into a map of correlations
between entities – delivering critical context for teams as they look for relationships between data
sources and prioritize signals to investigate. Just like a search engine indexes and structures internet
content (finding all results that might be relevant for a given query), Viaduct’s TSI Engine maintains a
queryable, context-rich graph of relationships between telematics signals, vehicle data, and failures.

Figure 2: Correlation network generated by Viaduct’s TSI Engine

See “Related Research” for more information on the approach informing the technical
implementation of Viaduct’s TSI Engine.

Benefits of Viaduct’s TSI Engine
Viaduct’s TSI Engine helps quality analytics teams overcome the biggest hurdles in working with
complex, high-dimensional time series data – enabling them to detect anomalies earlier, respond
to incidents faster, and pinpoint issues that would otherwise slip under the radar.
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Objective Core challenge TSI Engine benefit

Detect
issues earlier

Typically, identifying a new issue
requires the accumulation of
service events or warranty claims.
Even if you are investigating every
issue, however, this may already be
too late, as some problems take a
while to become severe enough to
require repair.

Almost all issues are preceded by symptoms
which can be observed in sensor data.
However, with literally thousands of signals to
choose from, it’s critical to know what merits
investigation and what can safely be ignored.
Viaduct’s TSI Engine assigns every signal an
anomaly rating, giving users a way to prioritize
their investigations. These ratings are
computed by searching for subsets of the
population which consistently display
abnormal signal behavior: for example, vehicles
from a particular manufacturing batch
experiencing consistently lower-than-expected
battery voltage. By prioritizing your signals
using the anomaly rating, you can cut down
your search space by more than 85% and start
your investigations with the signals that are
most likely to lead to the root cause.

Get to root
cause and
corrective
action faster

Both identifying the root cause
and issuing effective corrective
action involve isolating defective
vehicles. Ideally, you want to find
the most precise subset of vehicles
that contains most, if not all,
instances of the problem. While
you can theoretically do this with
the data, finding the right vehicle
subset represents a daunting
computational challenge due to
the sheer number of potential
combinations.

Viaduct’s TSI Engine automatically uses
manufacturing and design characteristics to
split the vehicle population into segments
which exhibit similar anomalous behavior, for
example, sudden spikes or sustained high or
low values. This immediately gives you a head
start on crafting a targeted corrective action,
while also helping to generate clues as to
where the root cause may lie. For example, if
the engine splits on a particular part number,
your investigation can start with suppliers,
whereas if it splits on a plant and a time period,
or a particular batch, you may start with
manufacturing processes. Segmentation
provides the bridge from problem description
to action, which is what ultimately reduces
quality costs.

Discover
issues you
didn’t know
were there

Not all issues pop out on a
warranty Pareto chart. That’s
because warranty claims track
treatment, not cause. A complex
issue that depends on
environmental factors or part
interactions can often receive very
different treatments, all of which
address the symptoms but not the
root cause. Because of this, its
impact will be split between
different categories of the Pareto
chart, letting it slip “under the
radar.”

While the repairs for a failure mode may vary,
often the sensor behavior that precedes it will
be consistent. The TSI engine automatically
surfaces anomalous sensor behavior and lets
you look at downstream failures and repairs,
grouping together instances of a potential
failure mode which would otherwise be split
between failed part or labor op codes.
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Case study: how an OEM reduced time to identify new issues by 20%

Challenge
A large, passenger and light-duty automotive manufacturer was seeking to improve response for
new vehicle launches. Their existing processes emphasized investigation of new customer
complaints and monitoring of warranty claims. While they had access to telematics data, their team
had not successfully incorporated that data into their field quality processes, and instead relied
primarily on dealer notes and cost and time-intensive teardowns to discover problems.

Solution
Viaduct gave the initial quality team dedicated to a new vehicle launch access to their platform and
the insights provided by the TSI Engine. When investigating individual customer complaints, the
engine prioritized sensors and signals to investigate and provided insight into population segments
displaying consistent, anomalous sensor behavior, allowing them to develop hypotheses even before
vehicles came in for service. As a result, they were able to do more effective troubleshooting and
narrow down potential root causes. They implemented direct monitoring of signals, and had already
begun investigation on several issues before any related claims had occurred.

Results

★ 20% decrease in average Time to Identify new issues
★ 15% reduction in Time to Fix identified issues
★ Correctly identified critical manufacturing or design characteristics in 90% of customer

complaints related to systemic issues
★ Reduction in overall warranty cost for first 12 months of launch by 15% compared to the

previous year

Looking forward: the future of quality analytics

Advances in both data availability (through millisecond-granularity sensors) and the infrastructure to
store and manage it (data lakes, distributed computing) were supposed to make problem-solving for
quality analytics teams easier.

But without the right tools, quality teams face signal overload across a flood of sensors, DTCs, repair,
and warranty data. Getting critical context and identifying the best course of action requires finding
hidden statistical relationships in complex, high-dimensional datasets at massive scale.

By constructing a dynamic network of structural relationships between entities in connected vehicle
datasets, Viaduct’s Temporal Structural Inference (TSI) Engine helps quality teams solve this critical
challenge – accelerating the work of quality teams in identifying, root causing, and monitoring
quality issues at scale.
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Related research

Check out Viaduct’s research for more background on technical implementation of the TSI Engine:

★ Toeplitz Inverse Covariance-Based Clustering of Multivariate Time Series Data
★ Drive2Vec: Multiscale State-Space Embedding of Vehicular Sensor Data
★ Greedy Gaussian Segmentation of Multivariate Time Series
★ Network Inference via the Time-Varying Graphical Lasso

About Viaduct

Viaduct's machine learning solutions allow OEMs, fleets, and Tier 1 suppliers to manage, analyze, and
utilize the data generated by their connected vehicles. With a platform powered by patented
machine learning technology and data analyzed from over 2 million vehicles on the road, Viaduct is
helping the automotive industry overcome the biggest barriers to operationalizing machine learning
at scale.

Visit https://www.viaduct.ai/ or contact sales@viaduct.ai for more information.
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